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Legislature Expected To OK Beer for PUB
by Brian M ottaz
Beer in t he PUB before t he e nd of the
current acade mic year has b ecome a near
r e ality, but informed sources say such a
move will not solve the student union 's
f inancial pro ble m s
''I'm ~ure w e will ge t it (beer), " Walt
Zabel, Stude nt Activiti es Dire ctor and PUB
Manager, said this wee k. "I think the PUB
would be a pre tty logical place for it, he r e
in the ce nte r of the campus."

January. Both Ridd le and Zabel have said
that the den is probably the number one
location at this time for selling beer in the

should not be cutback. He said this would
be contradictory to the original purpose of
the PUB; student use.

PUB.
Until t h at time comes, however, the PUB
. " h as its bock against the wo ll"according
to Zabel. He sa id there just isn't any
mone y to sp e nd for bringin g more student
activities o r progra m s into t he f aci lity .
For thi s rea son, he says he and his staff
must be sure b efo re making any moves
which could prove co stly. He sa id the PUB
will again start e xpanding, but ve ry
slowly.

However, Zabel said selling bee r in the
PUB will not bring in enough money to
offset operating expenses responsible for
leaving the facility over $26,000 in the red
at the end of the lost fiscal year. He did Optimistically speaking t hough, Zabel
say, though, that beer revenue could be said the figures for the first four months of
used for starting othe r programs in the the current fiscal year July, August,
PUB which could offset expenses and · September, and October look good, ahd
the PUB is currently not running in the r ed.
brlna in substantial revenue.
"I feel satisfied we have reversed th e
AS Pre sident Je ff Riddle said recently that trend (of losing money), " he sa id . " W e dre
not going to be making a n awf ul lot o f
beer will be in the PUB by spring quarter,
money, but we 're not going in the hole."
barring any difficulties in getting an
authorizing bill through the coming state· He also said despite cutbacks in
legislative session, which begins in o_p eration, services available to students

Operating funds for the PUB come
primarily from three sources, Zabel said.
Revenue from food services and the
information counter provide the bulk.
$1.85 from each student's tuition goes to
t he PUB; a n d m i scellaneous f unds from
various small grants and subsidies help
offset costs .
Howe v er, t he revenue has not been
sufficie nt e nough to keep up with costs ,
and Zabel said he has h ad to make cuts.
He said he has cut food service ho urs by
one-half hour in th e m orning and the
eveni ng and has cut back o n stu·dent
personne l a nd not re h ired a replacement
fo r a full-ti me employe e w hen he or she
hos quit . He said he has also instituted a
plan which incour ages groups f ro m bo th
outside and inside the colle ge to use the
PUB for specia l lunches or dinners.
Pat O 'Donnell, AS Vice President and
Cha irman of The St ud e nt Union Board of

Control, said he fee ls one of the major
facets behind the PUB losing money was
the drop in expected enrol lment. He said
the bu ilding was originally planned with
the idea that there would be between
7 ,000 and 8,000 students attending
Eastern at this time.
O 'Donnell said the board , which sets
policy for the PUB and in effect runs the
faci l ity (Zabel manages it, a fine
distinction) , has been looking into the
situation and has attempt ed to find ways
of bringing in more revenue. He said ,
t hough, SUBOC was recently restructured
and reorganized , and it wi l l t oke time for
posit ive action to come
Despite financial problems, both Zobel
and
O 'Donnell
agreed
there
was
d efinitely a need for a new student union
bu ild ing, main ly for more room.
" The need was there, " Zabel said. " The
o ld bui lding was too small.' ' However, th e
p lanned phases two and three (bookstore, bowling alley and other additions )
Zabel said are a long way away right now.
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Pentagon Author Here
The greatest concerted effort to
und ermine the firs t amen dment
and freedom of the press in
America in the last 60 years is
being made right now, Neil
Sheehan,
New
York
Times
reporter and co-author of the
Pentagon Papers, said here
yesterday.
Sheehan said the press is being
attacked through , among other
things, the prosecuting arms of
the federal, state and local
governments by forci n g newsmen to reveal the sources of
their information.
He also said that along with this
attack, the federal - government,
in
particular
the
executive
branch, has
acquired
more
power than ever before to

Neil Sheeha n

Special Dorm Proposed
For Upper Class Students
A meeting w ill be held on
Monday, Nov. 2 0 at 6:00 p.m. in
t he lounge of Loui se A nderson
Hall t o discuss its tran sformation
in t o an u pper class hall with
interested students.
Fred Heinemann, Director of
A uxi liary Services, said that
Ru ssell Hart man, Business M anager, approved the idea of an
upper class hall on Nov. 7. This
was one of the recommendations
in "Student Attitudes Toward
Dorm living," a project by the
Marketing Research class last
sorin,,

,
photographer Bob Simpson during on emergency meeting.
Photos-page 2.

RAP IN-detai Is on how to use this
special service fo students.-page

3.
Homecoming concert,

Heineman n said the meeting
was set because, "When the
students set the ru les, there isn 't
the f lack in the air a l l of the
time." He said some of the things
to be discussed at the Nov. 2
meeting are hall self-government, standards for admission,
and operating procedure.
Parade"-page 4.

THE MOOD OF AS•is captured by

MAC DAVIS-a review

Heinema nn said the co-ed ucational ha ll will open wi th t he
Wi nter quart er. It w i ll be open to
Jun iors, Senio rs, a n d Gradu ate
Students. Heinemann said there
w i ll be no Hall Di rector, on ly two
experienced R.A.'s .

of the
in "Soft

EASTERN IN REVIEW-and in
comparison with other colleges,
the
educational
value,
the
flavor ... more on that story-page

9.
ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT •
PAGES 4 & 5
ISSUES AND OPINION · PAGES 6
& 1
SPORTS · PAGES 10 & 11
CROSSWORD · PAGE 12

manage the news.
However, Sheehan , who spoke
to
about
250
persons
in
Showalter Auditorium , said Vice
President Spiro Agnew was r ight
in attacking the press in the last
few years, but for the wri:mg
reasons.
" We (the press) are not tough
enough on Agnew, we are not
tough enough on his government, and we ore not tough
enough on any other government, " he said. "We fail, in my
o_pinion, through blandness and
caution.
Sheehan said some people feef
the press should spread only
good news and act as a partner
w ith government.

" Nothing could be wo r se," he
sa id. " I t hink a partnership is bad
for the press , bad for th e
government, bad for the major
inst itutions and bad fo r society in
general. "
He said , in stead , the press
should be the adversary of
government a nd even , a t times ,
the antognist of government. He
sa id the press should and must
question everything.
" The press , in short, w as (meant)
to insure no one in America was
above reproach ," he said.
Sheehan has been a New York
Times reporter si nce 1954, when
he became a general metropol itan assignment reporter in
Saigon.

Black Students Dissatisfied
by Georgene Sandbak
"The Black Student Union is
unsat isfied," says Beverly Brewster, Black; Student Union CoChairman, regarding the recent
fu nding of $1100 for Black Week
funct ions .

The r_
e quest that the Black
Student Union had presented to
A.S. was for $3500, says Pat
O'Donnel, A.S. Vice President.
Lost year they were alloted
$ 1500 for the same event.

ing financial aid from various on
and off campus organizations,
clubs and private parties.

Funds ore needed to provide
such events as a skating pa rty at
Tiffany's in Spokane, a fashion
show, dances, speakers , a talent
show, and a hayride. Suggestions for particular entertainers,
band and speakers o re being
discussed
within
the
Black

Student Union , however, the
o r ganization is ope11 to suggestions from any interested students.

The Black Student Unio[l has
been working to earn money·.
They sponsored
the
recent
Hallow~o n Record Hop. The
exact prof its of the dance have
not yet been determ ined.

"Black Week is a campus event
sponsored by Eastern's Black
Student U{lion, " Miss Brewster
said. "The purpose of this event
is to inform others about blocks
and enrich our own culture. " It is
hoped that this year's Black
Week will aid in uniting the
blocks and the whites. This year
the event is scheduled for the
first week in May.
Miss Brewster said that blacks
pay their cict'iv1ty fees but do riot - benefit from the majority of the
A.S. sponsored events.
The Block Student Union plans to
go to A.S. cpnce more and request
more fundi; for Black Week. They
also plan to compensate for the
"inadequate" funds by request-

MEMBERS OF THE BLACK STUDENT UNION are discussing their '
disappointment with the funding they received from the Associated
Students' budget.
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Reps Pick Board, Door Shut
The Associated Student Legislature held on unscheduled and
closed
meeting Monday
to
choose four student members for
Eastern's Publications Board.
The legislators interviewed the
applicants during a two and a
half hour closed meeting, open
only to legislators and applicants. However, the
actual

voting on the applicants was
open to everyone.
The Publications Boord, which
consists of five students and five
faculty, acts as on advisory board
for all student publications (The
Easterner, The Focus, lnnisfree,
etc.).
The board's major function is to

Soon
---

---

·THURSDAY, Nov. 16--"0hoya" (Good Morning), a beautiful film done
by the famed Japanese Director, Ozu; ·3 and 7:30 p.m., Kennedy
Auditorium, 50 ·cents. "On the Side of the Angels", presented by
College Theater, at 7:30. "An Evening with Mozart and Schwartz",
8: 15 p.m. in Showalter Auditorium, featuring musical selections from
the off-Broadway production of "Godspell", free with EWSC ID.
FRIDAY, Nov. 17--Donce, 9-12 in the PUB, sponsored by Pi Koppa
Alpha. "On the Sitje· of the Angels", 7:30, College Theater.
Third Annu·al Kidnap Food Drive sponsored by Lomqba Chi Alpha,
from 9 o.m. to 4 p.m. at Brown and Holter Cheverolet. The group will
hold ransom college and town officials for food that will be given to
the needy .... Lorgest contributing living group will be given a prize.

SATURDAY, Nov. 18·-Movie, "I Love My Wife" , 8 p.m., PUB, 25 cents .
. . "An Evening with Mozart and Schwartz", Showalter Auditorium, 8: 15
: · p.m.
·:· SUNDAY, Nov. 19--Movie, "I Love My Wife" , 8 p.m., PUB, 25 cents.
: : Penny Carnival. 2-4 p.m., in the EWSC Field House, sponsored by. the
: : : ~eadership Closs of the Recreational Dept.
,· MONDAY, Nov. 20-·EWSC Orchestra Concert", PUB, 8:15 p.m.
"Fahrenheit 451 ", a classic science fiction movie based on the book
:by Ray Bradbury, 3 and 7:30 p .m., Kennedy Auditorium, Free.
_.: :TUESDAY, Nov. 21--Flick Series, 8 p.m., P~B. "The General" wit~
·· ·· Buster Kea1on, "Foreign Legion " with Abbott and Costello. "The
Daredevil" with Ben Tur in, 25 cents. Tickets o on sole for Eostern's
: . : :performance of the "The Messiah".
· ~WEDNESDAY, Nov. .22--Flick Series reshown, 8 p.m. , PUB, 25 cents.
Tickets for "The Messiah" at PUB information desk.

ERROR-FREE TYPING
AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE

."., , ,
~

'

make recommendations to each
publication as to how it could
best serve student interests. The
board also has the responsibility
of hiring and firing, if necessary,
editors of the various publications .

Moods Vary for legislators
During Long, Closed .Session
.

.

Normally, the student members
of the board are appointed by
the AS President, subject to
legislature approval. However,
this quarter, President Jeff
Riddle felt he " hod too many
personal biases" and it would
not be fair for him to appoint the
members.
Riddle asked the legislators to
interview the applicants themselves and vote on t hem again at
the regular meeting scheduled
for late yesterday to finalize the
selections. All of the executive
officers left the meeting before
the interviewing began.
The attitude of most of the
officers was that last week's
Easterner printed some significant mistakes in its articles
involving the AS budget aAd
officers. The officers however
declined to comment on any
specifics regarding the alleged
misprints.
Severgl Publications Boord applicants expressed the feeling that
The Easterner had been biased in
some of its stories, but they too
declined comment.

President Jeff Riddle

Jeanna Herron, AS Secretary

Otto Allison.
He chaired the
closed session
In place of
President Riddle.

The legislators interviewed the
applicants during the closed part
of the meeting, and again
opened it for about 20 minutes
while the voting was conducted.
The meeting was then adjourned.
During the open part of the
meeting, however, none of the
l e gislator's reasons for voting a
certain way w e re disclosed.
The Publications Board is scheduled to meet today to hear
arguments regard ing the alleged
misprints in the last issue of The
Easterner.
AS
officers
and
Easterner editors ore expected
to attend.

-

, "

~

'

.

POWBR FOR
THe PResses
---·-- -------- -

New rep. Jim Lee.

Maureen Lynch. One of several
PUB Board candidates.

You cover the beat, write the story, it's cast in type,
locked on the press; but, nothing happens until someone throws a switch that rolls the press. That's the way
it is in journalism, business, industry and on farm~.
Peopie--fl i·c-king- switcrres-·thcrt, na1<-e-·-som-eth-i-ng-h-a-ppetJ~-- --- --Our assignment is to provide that electric energy, to
plan and build now to meet present and future needs.

THE WASHINGTON WATER POWER COMPANY
Clean Energy for a Quality Environment

Tom Rantz and Carolyn Garrison.
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Campus Rap-In Detailed
by Georgene Sanbak
RAP-IN, does provide a listening
ear to people in trouble in
Cheney and on the Eastern
campus, but they also do a lot of
other things most people are not
aware of.
The RAP-IN phone lines are
operating from 3 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday through Thursday, and 3
. p.m. to 3 a .m. Friday and
Saturday. The number is 3597979.
Bob Wood, RAP-IN volunteer,
said the program was slow in
getting started this year, but the
I ines have now been open for

Pop Cotning
Tawanka will be serving carbonated beverages winter quarter I
Fred Heinemann, Director of
Auxiliary Services, said the
decision has been made, but due
to problems in installation, the
equipment cannot be installed
~efore Christmas break.

three weeks. Wood stresses the
· fact that all calls are held in the
stirctest confidence. If a caller
should mention his or her name
it is never divulged. All worker~
have a genuine concern for
people and are sincerely interested in aiding them in any way
they can.

Michele Lyons, RAP-IN volunteer,
says that the majority of the calls
received are of the information
resource nature. The remainder
of the calls deal with crisis
intervention and personal prob. lem calls. RAP-IN also refers
callers to more specific sources
· to deal with particular situations.

Campus volunteers are trained
for two weeks prior to active
duty on the
RAP-IN
Staff
telephone lines. New members
of the program must also attend
training Gessions onr e a week
for their first quarter of duty. T~
volunteers are instructed in
giving information on vario\Js
topics. Some such topics are
Family Planning, Welfare, Alcoholism, Armed Forces, Churches,
Head Sto,:t, Housing, Student
Affioirs, and Associated Students
information.
Calls
regarding
serious drug problems may be
referred to the Freak Squad, a
similar organization dealing with
drug intervention situations. The
Freak Squad number is 2354880.

RAP-IN also provides an opportunity for college students to
gain academic credit and education. Students who ore accepted
as RAP-IN workers may earn up
to five credits, depending upon
how many hours they work each
week. There are presently 26
volunteers working in shifts on
the two lines.

ri
. AS PRESIDENT JEFF RIDDLE gets a pie In the eye as he does his portion
of time In one of the many money-making booths that were located in
_the PUB during Friday of Homecoming week.
.'11·•·•·•·•·-=-·•:.:.-'.r•-~~-e"."~~~r.•,L<
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Students interested in working
for RAP-IN may contact Rondi
Hall, RAP-IN advisor, at 3592366.
2366. For further general information on the program, contact
Maureen Lynch, director, at the
Counseling Center, Room. 208,
Mortin Holl, phone: 359;2366.
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Program Detailed
By Head Pro.f

The Environmental Studies Program is designed to help the
student develop a healthy and
knowledgeable attitude toward
the e'n vironment. This is done
through workshops, seminars,
independent studies and a few
formal classes.
"A viable Environmental Studies
program should be community
oriented, politically active and
involve the young in almost a
crusade,"
explained Nicol.
"Unfortunately active interest
has not been tapped among the
younger generation, and I do not
feel they can afford to continue
the cynical isolation from thes·e
problems that they now hold to."

The Environmental Studies Program has an interest in support. ing environmentally related programs in all departments at
EWSC. Furthermore, the program
welcomes the aid of staff
members
in
related
areas
(Anthropology, History, Biology,
Political Science, etc.) in presenting environmental information
that would relate to their subject
- ------- ·- ·area.
"It is Impossible to discuss
environmental progress In Isolated departments, because the
environment Is multl-facited,"
said Nicol. "We are looking for ·
the kind of program that brings
together all departments on a
common focus and then deals
with these problems from ·a
position of strength."
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Heinemann said the college will
actually save money with carbonated beverages. He estimated that milk costs 5 cents a glass,
but the beverages only cost
between two one-half to two
and three:.quarter cents a glass.

THE HOUSING OFFICE
IS B GREAT
GO-BEr_WEEN FOR YOU
WHEN IT COMES
TiO MAKING
NEW FRIENDS.

~:;i

·. ate .SKEIN .
. WOOL COATS &
· (LARK 99C SKEIN ~;j

Heinemann said it will be a
self-service fountain with four
regular flavors and four diet
flavo.rs.

•- ' - - - - - - · "...e.
T.,_,,
ho
= s,.__,e,,.__._._,h o are older wlU__not..be
around when envloronmental
problems truly get serious, for
when they worsen it will be the
young who will bear the full
brunt of the situation. The life he
saves
may
be
his
own,"
comments Dr. Frank Nicol,
Director of the Environmental
Studies program.

i~

DORM LIVING
LETS YOU
MEET MORE
P·EOPLE THAN
YOU POSSIBLY
COl:JLD LIVING IN
AN APARTMENT.

.

DORM LIVING IS A MINI-WORLD
IN ITSELF, HAVING ITS OWN
GOVERNMENT & RIJ LES
WITHOUT Alt THE HASSLES
OF YOUR PARENTS
OR APARTMENT L.-VING!

IF YOU THINK THE PICTURES
LOOK GREAT,
VISIT A DORM & SEE
HOW GREAT IT REALLY IS!

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT THE
EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE HOUSING OFFICE
122 SHOWALTER HALL
(SAY vqu SAW IT IN THE EASTERNERI)
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Carnival
.

·The Eastern Leadership Recreation class is sponsoring a penny
carnival for students, family and
friends. It will be held in the
E.W.S.C. fieldhouse on Sunday,
November 19, from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m.
This is your chance to take out
your frustrations by throwing a
sponge of a human face, a dart
at a balloon, consoling a gypsy,
having a confrontation with
bobbing apples in a mouth to
Davis Believes In Music
core compact, or filling your
If Mac Davis was judged solely on singing ability, he probably would · tummy with
goodies.
Your
not rate very high. And if he was rated on comic ability, he would rote I reward? PRIZES-PR!ZES-PRIZES !
even lower. But, if he was evaluated on crowd response and on his See you there!
ability to come across, not as a performer but as a person, the L_..;..___________,.

9llie

@@~U@erUJ@C?
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judgment would most certainly be higher.
"I can't play the guitar worth shit," stated Davis, and there were
times when this was quite evident. His voice too, let him down
several times during the performance and "The Songpainter" even
forgot the words to some of his own songs. "To hell with it," he would
say and stop the song. It's difficult to enjoy a song that's interrupted
several times.
Davis' comedy was sometimes off-color, and sometimes he even
embarrassed himself. It seemed that Davis was attempting the quick
delivery and style that his front act, George Stevens, handled
beautifully. But the folksy, country-boy style of Davis did not blend
with the raw humor of Stevens.
Nevertbeless the crowd laughed and sang and "eefed" and "eifed"
when he asked them to. Maybe they forgave him because it was his
fortieth day on the road. Or maybe they like him because he knew
his mistakes and made no attempt to hide them. Maybe it was
because Davis "believes in music" an'd made jt dear in the words of
his songs and. in the way he sang them.
After the show, Davis said the philosophy he lives by is, "Everyday is
a $Ong and tomorrow is the part I haven't written yet .." His hit song "I
Believe in Music" was probably the climax of Friday night's
concert--for a while it. seemed as if everyone there believed in musi~.

Classics at Kennedy
Two classic films; one Japanese and one American, will be shown at
Kennedy Library soon.
November 16 the Yasujiro Ozu (considered by many critics to be
Japan's greatest director) film "Ohayo" (Good M~rning) will be
shown. There are no dissolves, fade-outs or other optical effects and
very few camera movements in this film. ~n "_O hoyo" the can:ier~ is
always a few feet from the floor· (to approxima!e the viewing
position of a person kneeling on a tato·m i mot);~ ~he frames. are
carefully composed and rigidly held. This is done to reinforce the idea
of a rigid culture and life style. Instead of alienating you, the austere
style manages to transform the commonplace into the miraculous.
The title, "Good Morning," symbolizes the pleasantries of daily
communication that people employ to get along with each other. The
story is of a middle-class family in a cro~ded modern ho~sing
development. The two boys rebel against the unnecessary talk, and
against their parents, who refuse to buy them a TV.
The innocent vulgarity of children is rooted in a world of gossipy
housewives, aged parents clinging to tradition, working fath~rs
looking forward uneasily to retirement, and young lovers wasting
precious time on small talk.
An American classic, "Fahrenheit 4~ 1~· will be shown. This film
(to be shown November 20) is based on the novehby science fiction
great Roy Bradbury. The story is in the v~i~ of B~ave ~ew World and
1984. Set in a lufure electronic age, 1t s society 1s nevertheless
realistic. The fearsome and provocative events could happen
anywhere, anytime. Julie Christe ploys dual roles - one as the wife of
the fireman, Oskar Werner, and the other as the schoolteacher who
interests him 'in the books he is ordered to burn. The novel is one of
the best of Bradbury's works, end the film does it justice.

S S

The recent Spasky-Fisher chess
matches created a national
interest in chess, but the game
has been enjoying a large
following here at Eastern for
over a year, a chess club
spokesman said this week.
Between 25 and 30 members are
involved in the club's activities
and membership is open to
students, staff, faculty and
residents of Cheney, the spokesman said.

Nathan Wright, Jr. wlll be speaking on campus, Monday, November
20 In J.F.K. Auditorium at 11 :00 a.m. the topic of "Genocide". Wright

Included in the activities scheduled for this fall is on Eastern
chess tournament set for November 11 and 18.

Department, State University of New York at Albany. He was a
former clergyman and presently award-winning author of a series of
six books on black power, education, race relations, rellglon and
history.

Is a professor of Urban Affairs and Chairman, Afro-American Studies

·Fortner Flabbergasts Crowd
by Rob Reed
The world premiere of Jack
Fortner's "June Dawns, July
Noons, August Evenings ... " and
Eastern's orchestral debut of the
year took place at the PUB
Monday.
Fortner's piece was frustrating to
hear for the first time. It started
very dissonantly which sent the
crowd buzzing-"That's music?",
"They paid $500 for that?", and
other less complimentary opinions. As the piece progressed
people quieted down and tried to ,
put it all together. You could tell
that it had real substance, but
you didn't know where to look
for it. This con be attributed to

the fact that very few of us
understand the standards of
classical music, let alone modern
classical. But the audience gets a
point for effort, they were trying.
There is something great here
but where do I -look for it? By the
end of the piece we were still
there looking.
The second selection, Mozart's
"Sinfonia Concert~nte in E flat",
featured the Eastern Washington
Woodwind Quintet minus one, C.
Webb Coffee, flute. The quintet
consists of music profe~sors
Arthur Biehl, clarinet; Wendell
Exline, horn; and music deportment chairman Wendal Jones,

- · SIXTH ANNUAL -

CHARTER FLIGHTS
THE DAIRY DELLI
NATURAL FOODS
111 F Street
Across From Owl Pharmacy

os!
Sale
scorcH
RECORDING TAPEl
y\l\'-1
SCOTCH 150SCOTCH 2031800' POLYSTER
1800'
LOW NOISE
Reg: 5.55 ROLL
fleg. 6.85

CASE
OF 12

NOWI

s·199

ROLL

s329
or·12 ROLL

CASE

Shipping, Add 79, per case, $1 .29 for two

HUPPIN'S HI Fl & PHOTO

Spokane's Complete Stereo Center

W.419-M-AJN-.AVE .

__ ----

The final selection was Igor
Stravinsky's Suite from the ballet
"The Fairy's Kiss". For some
reason, to me, the piece sounded
very Russian, which makes
sense. · Stravinsky was Russian
born, finally becoming a naturalized American in 1945. It was a
very ·light, fun piece, main
themes, sounding like happy
marches, breaking in and out all
the time. When it ends, it leaves
you with that happy whistle-allthe-way-home feeling. It was a
nice feeling to go home with.

OUR PRICES ARE SMAl!.L
lust lfke our ad I

EU ROPE-liAWAIi
MEXICO-JAPAN
DATIi

NOWI

bassoon. The final member is
Barbara Ninos, oboe, a graduate
assistant. All of these performers were excellent.

-SP-OKANE, WA. 9920~t

DESTINATION

flit

Portland-Honolulu Roundtrlp .
$145.00
Portllnd·Mexlco City Roundtrlp
$299.oo·
lncludln1 Economy Packaae
Oec.17, 1972 - .Jan.2, 1973 Seattle-London Round Trtp ·
$307.00
Dec. 15-Jan. 3
Seattle-Brussels
$256.00*
Dec 18 1972-Jan 9 1973 Seattle-Helslnkl Roundtrlp
$321.00
Dec: 20: 1972-Jan: 1973 Seattle-London Roundtrlp,
$300.00*
March 25
Seattle-Brussels One Way
$127 .00
June 13-Sept. 20
Seattle-Brussels
$269.00 *
June 1&-Auaust 20, 1973
Seattle-London Roundtrlp
$279.00*
June 2s-;u1y 18, -1973
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrl~
$262.00.
June 26-Aug. 14, 1973
Portland-London Roundtrlp
$279.00 *
July 17-August 8, 1973 ·
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrlp
$269.00.
Aug. 7-Auai. 30, 1973
Seattli,-Brussels Roundtrlp
$269.00
Aug. 20-Sept. 25
Seattle-Brussels
$246.00.
Au1. 2&-Sept. 19, 1973
Seattle-Brussels Roundtrlp
$262.00*
June 24-July 15, 1972
Seattle-Tokyo Roundtrlp
$423.00*
June 27 One Way
Seattle-Tokyo
!342.00t
DIUS ax

March 18-25, 1973
Nov. 18-25, 1972

2:

New F"II Travel Ag•ncy·TRAVEL WEST
All Flights on AMERICAN CARRIERS
MOIi f'LIIHTII SEND FOi FHE IIOCHUIE

.

JOHN L•.MAY 660 WILDWOOD BLVD. APT. 108
ISSAQUAH 98027
EX 2-5546 (Local Exchange)
Name _~~~~~~~~~

Address - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ __ St.-2ip_ __
. Telephone

---
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Godspell
Coming
This
Evening
Thirty Eastern students have
been assigned roles for the
Eastern
Musk Theater
foll
production
"An
Evening of
Opera".
The program, to be
presented in Showalter Auditorium at 8: 15 p.m. on November
16 and 18, will include &cenes
from Mozart's DON GIOVANNI
and BASTIEN AND BASTIENNE.
Also on the program will be
musical selections from the
off-broodway hit Godspell.
The off-broadway hit GODSPELL
is based on the Gospel of St.
Matthew. It is currently running
in five U.S. and Canadian cities
plus Australia and Germany.
This fall the show will be touring
the country. Written by Stephen
Schwartz, the score includes the
Grammy Award winning song
"Day by Day". No scenes from
the musical will be done because
it hos not yet been released for
amateur performances.

Artisan Industrial Arts
by Rob Reed
Dr. Loyd VandeBerg of the
Industrial Education and Technology Department is an amazing
man. Besides having a degree in
Metal Technology he is one of
those few people that could
answer the question " What is
your philosophy"?
I had originally gone to interview
him on his metal sculpture but
we somehow got sidetracked
into philosophy. " Down through
the centuries the industrial arts
have been the most practical,
liberal and liberating of all the
liberal arts," Dr. VandeBerg said.
He went on to explain ·his
statement as not being quite as
radical as it sounds.
The industrial arts after all have
given us the printing press and
therefore made books available
to everyone, which has liberated
all liberal arts from the hands of
the select few that could afford
the originals.
Because of the
printing press people way out in
the boondocks can enjoy the art

HOMECOMING

QUEEN 72-73

~
~

r(

work of Dali, Goya and the other
great masters. Even if they co~ 't
see a performance of Our Town
they con at least read it. We can
also read the great works of
literature that were formally
hidden away. Beca1,1se of the
availability
of books
more
people learned to read. People
now at least have the opportunity to educate themselves. All of
this because of only one practical
invention that hos constantly
been improving · because of
people being trained in such
~ -·
practical things as the industrial Beverly Battiest, Streeter Hall's Homecoming candidate, is now
arts.
Eastern's 1972-73 Homecoming Queen.

I
I
I
I

l

·M

~
~

~
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VandeBerg stated that when the
artist and the artisan are one
person the greatest number of
new truths are found.
This
seperation of artist and artisan is
one of the major problems of our
modern society. Dr. VondeBerg
himself is the perfect example of
artist and artisan. It does make
a fascinating combination.

STARTS 'TODAY
' An epic drama of
· \
adventure and exploration!
MOM , .. """ • Sl ANLE'I' KUIIIIICK ,1tODUCTION

. 2001:

a space odyssey
AT 6:30 AND 9:05

All in all it was a fascinating
afternoon with a fascinating
person-philosopher-welder.

DON GIOVANNI was written by
W. A. Mozart and was first
produced in Prague in 1787. The
opera is based on the ancient
Don Juan legends and blends
comedy, melodrama and supernatural e lements.
Don Giovanni, after a long life of
amorous conquests, meets defeat in three encounters·
if.b__..__.___
Donna Elvira, who he has
deserted and who has foHowed
him; with Donna Anna, whose
father, the Commendatore, he
kills in his escape from an
unsuccessful attempt at seduction; and with the peasant
Zerlina, whom he vainly tries to
lure from her betrothed,
Masetto. All vow vengeance to
the Don and his harassed servant
Leporello. Don Giovanni's destruction and deliverance to hell
are efected by the stah,Jre of the
Commendatore, who had accepted the libertine's joking
invitation to supper.
Three
scenes from the first act will be
presented.
BASTIEN AND BASTIENNE, also
by Mozart, had it's premiere in
Vienna in 1768 when Mozart
was 12. It is a light, frothy story
of young love under the spell of a
magician.
gician.
Bastienne, a shepherd girl, is in
love with Bastien, but as she
complains to the magician Colas,
he loves a wealthy girl. Colas
advises here to arouse Bastien's
jealousy. A lover's quarrel ends
with r econciliation.
All in a ll it ought to be an
interesting evening with everything from lecherou s Dons to the
Gospel
of
St.
Matthew.

·

We 'll send you al l four of Oly's 20 " x26 "
ski posters pictured here (three
above in black and white , one on the
left in full color) when you send us
your check or money order for $2.75.
In other words, you get four great ski
posters and we get $2. 75.
Now what could be a better deal
than that ?

Enclose check or money order
made payable to OLYMPIA
BREWING COMPANY. Cash
cannot be accepted. Return the
completed form and check to:
The Gift Shop,
OLYMPIA BREWING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 947
Olympia, Washington 98507
Please allow 3-4 weeks for
delivery. EWSC 2
PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY
(First Name)

(Last Nam~)

(Street Add ress)

(City)

(State)

(Zip Code)
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National Trend
Spearheads Into
Savage Mascot
Nationally, there is a trend of awareness toward the
discrimination and dehumanization of the American Indian.
And rightly so, for the progress of the Indian image from a
piece of pine displaying fresh cut cigars, or a whiskey soaked
welfare ward has been slow.
The locks of Custer still stand as evidence of a shameful
American history . Such history cannot be easily forgotten,
but can be corrected with effort. One of those efforts to
eliminate an Indian injustice, is to change the Savage
name. Locally, the picture is different. Not all Indians and
others involved feel that the Savage name is at all an Indian
injustice. Little student care was revealed last Spring quarter
as to whether or not we kept the Savage name until the Board
of Trustees made it an issue .... realizing the significance and
the national trend.
In contrast, however, are the schools that have changed their
name, such as the Stanford Indians, now Cardinals. In this
situation, it was the students who were the reactionary group,
the ones who felt the empathy and the need for change. The
mascot change was passed by student initiative and hence
Stanford's students readily accept their new mascot.
But w.ith_tbe_ issue raised ·a
reverse order the-initiative
before student reaction, will it be so easy to accept a change
in name without the student push behind it?

1HE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT:
ijTHOlA SHALL NOT USE THE A. S. NAME

I

The problem of cost is another issue, but is closely related to
the acceptance of change. Cost would be no issue at all if the
students were one hundred percent behind the initiative, but
such is not the case.
It must be recognized that the people that attend this
institution are not so quick . in accepting that ''national
attitude of Indian justice ." But forcing t he change of a name
could actually be abrasive to student attitud e, not beneficial.
A better solution would be to wait until student attitude was
cohesive with such a change, and let student involvement
carry such an initiative out. If education is the answer, that is
where BOT action would be benificial.
Without that precious involvement of the students, a new
name will mean nothing. Until then, let's leave well enoug h
alone, and wait until not only the BOT can accept th is trend,
but the students themselves .
Ed Bruneau

'

''' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , ,,,,,,,

The Bethel Poll .. by Russ Bethel
During the past week I strolled along the campus
asking the following question "Do you think the
A.S. suits Eastern's student's needs?" Most of the
students that were asked responded with the

TOPIC: "WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT CHANGING
THE PRESENT MASCOT NAME?"
DAVE INGALLS, a Senior from Seattle maforlng in
Elementary Education said: " It 's not degrading to
me, but it could be to some people. It will be pretty
expensive to take out t.hose bricks in the P.E.
building. I don't know why they put the bricks there
in the first place. This issue hos been going on for
quite' a while. I wouldn't mind the change."
RON TORGERSON, a freshman from Spokane
maforlng in English and Philosophy sald:"I don 't
care about ethnic relations over trivia matters
as names. I would rather play football as the
Grizzlies or Wolverines than the Savages. "
ED MEDFORD, a senior from Oklickitat, Washington
maforlng In Child Development said: "It's
unrealistic to associate the Indians with the name
Savages.
There have been · a· lot of different

'''''''''

AD MANAGER-DICK ST. JOHN-STAFF REPORTERS INCLUDE: Butch
Brown, Charley Countryman, Jill Harstad, Nola Leyde, Kerry i,.ynch, Robert
Reed, Georgene Sandbak, Cynthia Smith, Judy Sine, Kathy Wilcox, Leilani
Williams, and Leon Bowsky-Editorial Cartoonist-Pat Berry. The Easterner is
printed weekly except holidays, and periods immediately preceding holidays.

The Easterner Office is located at the Eastern Washington State Walter W. Isle
Memorial Union Building, College and G Streets, Cheney, Washington, and is
published by the Associated Students of EWSC. All editorial .:;pinions expressed
in The Easterner are those of their authors, where signed, or of The Easterner,
and do not necessarily represent those of the Associated Students, the faculty, or
administration of EWSC.

IN

answer, "No". Somewhat surprisingly, I found that
many of the students hod no idea what the A.S. is
all about. Unfortunately, this is the attitude many
of the students possess. The following were
results:
YES-----321

N0-----536

I DONT KNOW-----467
types of savages. I don 't see any reason why we·
should be lumped with that group.

JERRY GRAHAM, a sophomore from Fort Worth,
Texas maforlng• In Art said: " From Vandals to
Savages, all depicting man 's inhumanity. And since
these names are usually relegated to an elhnic or
racial group they should not be used so freely. Try
using animals such as the Wolverines. "
WAYNE ODOM, a senior from Cheney maforlng In
Physical Education said: " I would like to see the
present name the same, but it doesn 't make that
mu~h difference. It's ~een 'Savage ' so long that I
don t see why it should be changed. "
VICKI HERN, a senior from Spokane motoring in
Psychology said: "What is in a name? My opinion of
changing the mascot name 'Savage' is very simple:
If the majority would like to change it, do it. I
myself see nothing wrong with it. It's certainly no
slam on the Indians or anyone else."

..
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MATTER OF FACT BY JOSEPH ALSOP

legislators and vice executives) elected by student
vote is the body responsible for the allotment of
A.S. funds.

President Riddle Speaks Out
EDITORS
NOTE:
The
following
letter
has not been edited by request of the author, the
only alteration, being spelling and puncuatlon.
Dear Editor:

r

I am writing to clarify several points raised in the
November 9 issue of the Easterner.
First and foremost of these being that it will be the
students, and not the Easterner, who will
determine the role and status of the A.S.
Government.

g~ Next, I come to the continual innuendos, hidden in
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the guise of fact, that the Associated Students
Government is ridden with mismanagement and a
basic lack of concern for student needs. You base
this conclusion on such things as:

1) "They· recently arranged an increase (in yearly
salary) of approximately $270 ... ", when you are
perfectly aware that student government salaries
are constitutionally determined by the Financial
Aids Officer on the basis of a pre-determined
formula that was approved by a student vote
several years ago (before some of us ever arrived
at Eastern) and was again approved by student
vote last spring with slight modifications that keep
salaries lower than they could hove possibly risen.

2) "Such action, (the dorm hour policy change,)
which represents nearly the sum total of the
present administration efforts, affect only a
meager one-fifth of that body of students which the
Associated Students is supposed to represent,"
failing to mention we are making efforts to:
A) Improve food service in the PUB.

'>

Probably the grossest error (an error of omission)
is one the Easterner knows is incorrect. That being
when you claim the Easterner budget was cut from
$22,000 to $14,000, failing to mention you also
receive 7 5 percent of the prof its from the
advertising in the Easterner. This amounted to
approximately $8,000 last year, and you are the
first editor to receive this revenue--so in reality,
your budget is close to that of the previous year
since they did not give this ad revenue.
It is also important to note that the shrillness· of
your protest over the increase in salaries becomes
suddenly silent when it comes to discussing the
salary increases The Easterner staff recently
received. Not once in the two articles and one
editorial condemming the A.S. salary increase is
there any mention of your personal request for a
raise (comparable to the A.S. increase) for yourself
and several of your staff. (You requested and
received from the Publications Commission a raise
of $130 (each) for 26 weeks, while the A.S. raise
amounts to $264 for 52 weeks.) It has been said
that people who live in glass houses shouldn't
throw stones.
I could go on and on quoting the misrepresentations of fact in your recent issue of the
Easterner--but I feel a more important point should
be mode. The press is an important tool for
communication, but when it is used by an
individual to carry on a personal vendetta, then it
becomes a very dangerous instrument-personally
damaging to those it is unfairly used on; and at the
same time denying its readers the facts they need
to form constructive opinions about those issues
and institutions which are being reported on. Go
back to constructive criticism of the A.S.--we could
use it, for we have not yet found the key to
infallibility.

BOT Member
Applauds Efforts

B) Make the PUB on enjoyable social center.

D) W e have token steps to have legislation
introduced in Olympia to allow beer to be
distributed in the PUB.

L
:'

E) Putting the A.S. Nursery School on a financial
break-even basis so that next year it will not cost
the Associated Students anything to operate.

'·
l·

F) Reorganizing such student welfare programs as
the Tenants Union so that they are more efficient
and econom ical.
G) Hove Students obtain stronger voice in
decisions determining such things as curriculum,
class size, graduation requirements, faculty class
lood--all projects which directly affect all students
at the college.
We do not guarantee instant success, but we are
making the effort.
We hove also arranged to hove two students live in
Olympia for the Winter Quarter representing
Eastern students on a daily basis during the
legislative Session, informing legislators of
student's concerns on various issues affecting
higher education (for example, general student
opposition to higher tuition, and the reasons why
we oppo1e It l) We believe this is a bold new
approach at Eastern for student input on state
legislation that affects our education and the
institution. It should lie pointed out that these two
students will pay their own room and board while
in Olympia and will receive no solary from the
Associated Students.
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The writer,

In the lost issue of The Easterner, you stated a
desire to explore the challenges that are facing the
Associated Student Government at this time, and
the challenges that will manifest themselves in the
months ahead.
I heartily commend you in this effort, believing, as I
do,
that
understanding,
participation,
and
appreciation ore gained by the greatest possible
communication among many facets of the coll ege
community, and I hope that your paper will show
real leadership in this area.

not
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The New Statesman is important
as a witness for a simply but
fairly unattractive reason. Great
numbers of thinkers and politicians in this country have
repeated over and over again, at
the tops of their voices , that the
Vietnamese war could never end
successfully; that Hanoi would
never, never give up, and so on

~

I
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and on. When the President's
eight-point pion was revealed
last winter,
most
of these same
.
.
Ameri can thinkers and politiclans dismissed the pion out of
h d
on ·

f&

**
ll
In fact, as the New
I*
~
!~1 has shrewdly noted,
?,:'il

Statesman
the eightpoint plan hos ·already been
ft: accepted almost in toto . But far
11.: from cheering their country's
Jx belated success in a long and
ugly strugg le, the some Ameri can thinkers and politicians are
~~·:
:.:!::~ sti ll talking as though nothing
particularly significant had happened. You would not suppose
that they had a single error of
judgment to admit.

1~
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I om personally convinced that Jeff Riddle and his
officers are doing a job that could be envied by any
student government in the country. Student
government at Eastern is neither dying nor dead. It
is both vigorous and progressive.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Frederick Wilson, Jr.
Trustee

Head,

The present phase can be best
described
as
tidying
up--in
[:f: Kissinger
of explaining the Saigon--ond
~?-'
nailing down --i n
~i interim agreement with Hanoi as
Hanoi. The secrecy of the talks
~
a " new synthesis of the two
.@t opposing points of view" of was violated in Hanoi in the hope
of getting President Nixon's
~ r.
%f1: Hanoi and Washington , reprename on the dotted line before
® senting "compromises mode by
~J
the election, and also to avoid
[@ both sides. " He then added, w ith
this phase of tidying and nailing.
ft some bitterness :
But it was always a ne·cessary
phase t o go through.
" No such gentlemanly coming
J~.-11 · together in fact occurred. The It amounts to making a criminal
fil concessions were mode by the charge to assert that the
ij
North Vietnamese, and the President did not and does not
~~
fffi Hanoi -Washington agreement is wish to entf the war as rapidly as
~ virtually identical to what Nixon possible. But it is stil l true that
himself proposed in his own the election puts even more
eight-point plan. "
cords in President Nixon's hands.

Having worked closely with the present student
body officers, I hope that I, too, con odd to your
knowledge of their administration. The officers
hove dedicated themselves to answering and
serving the needs of the students. Those needs ore
as different as the individuals among you. They ore
financial, academic, social, racial, personal, and
always very human.
Mr. Riddle and his staff are responding to these
needs with on expertise that has my total
admiration, and I hope yours. In my many
conversations with student groups, I find very little
apathy among them. Where it does exist, it is
perhaps caused by a lock of understanding; and if
your paper could seve as on arm of the student
body administration, it might disappear completely.

Simon

Le Due Tho is said to have replied
that it was indeed possible to
foresee the end of the longest
war in Vietnam 's history. (In
Hanoi, they count the beginning
from 1945.) But according to the
story, the North Vietnamese
negotiator thereupon burst into
a storm of weeping--which is not
exactly the normal response to
success of a hardheaded member of the Hanoi Politburo.

~ unjustly accused Dr. Henry A.

Sincerely,
Jeff Riddle
President

Dear Mr. Bruneau,

C) Find means of adequately funding the PUB so
that among other things, book prices, for example,
con be lowered (as odd as it sounds, the two are
connected).

i

VIETNAM, POST-ELECTION 1
BY Joseph Alsop
WASHINGTON--Singulorly
enough, the shrewest assessment at
President
Nixon's
Vietnam settlement has been
mode by an English periodical,
and by the doctrinaire left-wing
New Statesman and Notion at
that. The article was headed
"Kissinger's Con Trick."

It is ju st this, rather than the
delay in firming up the agreement, that is deeply confusing
the country about the final
outcome in Vietnam. The eightpoint p ion that President Nixon
announced lost winter is by no
means ideal, to be sure. It leaves
room for cheating that was not
left by the truce agreement
ending the Korean War.
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On t his head, Dr. Kissinger has
been heard to quote Metternich's
message to Napoleon after the
disastrous Moscow campaign ,
when Austria was still officially
France 's puppet-ally, of course.
The Austrian ambassador was
instructed to repeat to Napoleon
the remark of the Austrian
emperor .. so simp 1e yet so
eloquent.... to the effect that
" now I con show my son-in-law
w h a t sor t o f man I am.
Where
n t h f th
f N
I
. eon 's uEpmopr e aMer_o Lap.o·
ess
one
ou1se
quickly became a leading member of the lost coalition against
Napoleon.
The coses are utterly different.
But it is still true that when and if
the ultimate round of talks
begins--and
this
should
be
soon--Dr. Kissinger will sit down
at the negotiating table in on
even stronger position. Furthermore, since Hanoi has gone so
far already, as indicated by the
fairly lonely N ew Statesman, on
excellent result can be pretty
con fident ly expected.
As to Hanoi's cheating, the
Chinese do not wont it, and the
Soviets do not wont it, both for
reasons of their own. And the
best of all guarantees against
<:heating is the radical change of
the Hanoi power structure that
a lone has made peace possible.
Copyright 1972, Los Angeles
Times

S1£Wtu"1£:..':iit~Ft··..'·:·~1,~.··•~~~.:>{:·-1F:\:~~·:::.·:·:..··;:..······~····:·~:·.·:·;-:=-c;-:·\~~·:·:· ..::·:·:·:·r:·.......~. .
the Daisies" and are well aware of the image of the
unforgiving, much maligned crusader for perfection in theater. But I would submit that criticism of
a ploy should assume some form other than X is a
rotte n actor and Y is too tall (criticizing Mr. Olson's
performance merely on the basis pf physica l
characteristics was a little shallow you must
admit.)
One thing in Rob Reed's favor ; he is no more snide
or pointless than any other so-called drama
"critics" this school has seen in the lost few years.

Leaving the Staff
Dear Ed Bruneau and Staff,

· Critic Critiqued

Unfortunately, I took the task of quiting the

In reference to your drama "critic," Rob Reed.
Whether I agree or disagree with his personal
opinions of "Angels," I definitely disagree with his
methods of
indiscriminately
slamming
the
production. This is obvious! r the effort of a young
man who wonts to be "big boy." The problem is
that in his article he comes off (in fear of lowering

Easterner staff this week. Simply, because at the
present time I could no longer put out my greatest
effort, that which is required.
But while working with Ed Bruneau , Brian Mottaz
and the rest of the staff, I found it to be on
enlightening learning experience.
Hopefully, in the future, I will be able to join you

Your editorial states, "The A.S. Executive officers

myself to his level) a self righteous jerk.

again. Keep up the great work.
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are responsible for disbursing that money" (A.S.
• • ,
•
,,
..
,
Sincerely,
11
moneys)--when in fact the A.S .. legislature (fifteen
We all saw Critics Choice and Ple ase Don t Eat
RUSSELL BETHEL
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BRUCE Bl::RRY

The Easterner, in an article on the budgets, claimed
many program budgets were cut, but the A.S.
Executives budgets were not--when it reality, the
A.S. Executive, Vice President, ~nd Social
Activities budgets were cut a tot~I of $9,985
(including the salary increase) from the previous
year (With no objections from the executives).
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Indian Program Developing
"The main concern of the Indian
Education Program is to provide
a program that will meet the
needs and interests of the Indian
students at Eastern," explained
Ben Dupris, the director of 'the
Indian Education Program.
At this time the program 'offers a
B.A. in Indian Studies under the
General Studies Program and
two masters progi:oms in · the
area of Guidance and Counseling. The program also serves as
a link between tribal leaders,
BIA (Bureau of Indian Affiars)

off ices and students, and offers
counseling, tutoring and information services.

community or faculty members
to come and discuss a selected
topic with them.

"Besides these," commented
Dupris, "The Longhouse, which is
the center for the Indian
Education Program, will be
provi~ing on evening program of
cultural activities, such as, Indian
songs and dances, arts and crafts
film programs, and group seminars."

Dupris also said that he had a
great interest in promoting a
basic studies skills program that
would be of benefit to any
student who might be having
drfficully w1th nis -studies:

The group seminars will be set
up to allow s.tudents to invite

Does your Bug .
need a Fix?
Need a Spare Bug??

1
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See Manfred · Du ske
or. Beau McKinney

Ger.111aii ·A.uto ~
Service & Parts .

~

Specializing in Volkswagens

FA 8-2990
N.2904 MONJIQE . ·
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

99205

FOil S49.1S
EE MO()E.llN
~O ELEOTflONIO.
OAflAY.EllEerJy·EULOVA

"The important thing to remember is that this is the students'
program,
and
if
there
is
something they would like to see
in it, they are urged to put in a
request for it."

Also Dupris said that the Native
American Indian Club hod mode
it's tentative plans for future
__activities such as 011 Indigo_
Week, a men's and women's
basketball tournament, a Rap-In,
and both Indian and modern
dances.
"We would eventually like to see
the longhouse's recreational,
informational and library facilities open up to the student full
time," commented Dupris.
The Indian Education Program'
began in 1968 with the aid of
Mory Nelson with Indian Counselor for Upward Bound and Corl
Ruud, director of Upward Bound.
At this time the Longhouse was
conceived as a place where
Indians could maintain a cultural
identity and even reinforce that
identity while living in a white
middle class culture.
Dupris, who was appointed the
director of the Indian Education
Program this year, was born on a
Cheyenne Indian Reservation
and is a member of the Sioux
tribe. He later moved to Des
Moines, Wash. with his family.
Dupris received his 8.A. in
Elementary Education from Western.
He
hos
taught
both
elementary and special education and later attended the NDEA
Reading Institute at WWSC.
This past summer he attended
the Center Satellite Program in
South Dakota as a member of the
Wash. Satellite from EWSC. The
program is designed to prepare
Indian educators in pupil personnel service.

FOil liEfl••• FOil lilM...

HOMECOMING BOOTHS In the PUB 1uffered from lack of ea1y acce11,
and crowded i1le1, yet it didn't stop the students who went from
participating In some of the .booth,, and enfoylng themselves.

New Approach Stressed
For Officer Program
If your future is one big question
mark, Eostern's Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROTC) may be
your answer.

the Basic · Course, which is
studied during the freshman and
sophomore years,
and
the
Advanced Course, taken in the
junior and senior years. Individuals can earn 28 credits for the
course, all applicable toward
degree requirements.

Army ROTC at EWSC is a
voluntary program designed to
prepare young men as leaders in
all walks of life. Students are
taught basic military fundaContinuation
in
ROTC
also
mentals and procedures and,
exempts the cadet from being
upon graduation, receive a
drafted. Cadets enrolled in the
commission as a second ·lieu tenAdvanced Course receive $100
ant while being affprded an
per month and attend a six week
opportunity to choose one of
summer camp at Ft. Lewis for
15 branch career fields that he
which they are paid $300.
wishes to pursu~
~--------c-c-------- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 4 ' AII ROTC students attend five- 2
hr. leadership lab periods for
Maj. John R. Sims, assistant
one quarter each year. In this
professor of military science,
they learn the principles and
feels ROTC is an excellent
maneuvers of drill and comopportunity for the young man in
mand. Interpersonal relationcollege.
ships are established via psychological seminars.
"The leadership and management capabilities a man learns
Approximately 95 students are
through ROTC remain with him
enrolled in ROTC this year with
throughout his entire life regard25 slated for graduation.
less of the career he follows in
civilian or military life. Many of
Anyone desiring more informaour notional leaders are ROTC
tion about the Army ROTC should
graduates," Sims stated.
contact Maj. Sims at the ROTC
building.
The ROTC program consists of

WANT TO BE A
SKI INSTRUCTOR?

For $49.95 you can give a Caravelle Electronic by Bulova. The watch
that never needs winding. Today's best buy In transistorized time.
You can depend on a Caravella Electronic because It depends on a
reliable little transistor, an ingenious bit pf electronic circuitry and
a tiny long-life battery. Backed by Bulova. Caravelle Electronic ...
an expensive watch at an Inexpensive price.

INTRODUCTION TO SKI TEACHING IS BEING
OFFERED TO PEOPLE INTERESTED IN TEACHING
AT MT. SPOKANE THIS YEAR! COURSE CONSISTS OF TVvO LESSONS PER DAY ON EITHER
SAT. OR SUN. FOR 4 WEEKS ....

S11tilk Jewelers
.Ph: 2'36-6312

ALL FOR ONLY $25

408 - in

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL CH 4-3530
OR MEET AT #2 LODGE,
9:00, NOV. 25 OR 26

I

OIIEN

8-10, SUN. FRI.
8-6 1 SATURDAY

'EVERYTHING .FOR
THE STUDENT!"

Let someone know you care at
Thanksgiving
with a Hallmark Card!

OWL

PHARMACY
120 f ST. --

Ph. 23S-41QO

.

CHENEY
NEWS
STAND
420-lst Chene

.
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Eastern 's Flavor· Tasted
by Charley Countryman
Eastern is ce rtainly not IvyLeague, but it hos its own special
ingredients. In a summary of a
roting of undergraduate schools
by College-Rater, Inc., titled
"Quality And
Standards
at
Eastern
Washington
State
College," Or. Philip Marshall,
Vice President for Acad~mic
Affairs, determined:
"When
compared to the elite colleges of
the co.u ntry, there is no doubt
that E_astern will not fare well.
But this is p false comparison; ·
only 2 percent of American
colleges can be in the top 2 per
cent and there is no legitimate
reason for most of the remaining
98 per cent to aspire to this
condition of holiness. Certainly
the top 20 per cent...is good
enough."
Out of the more than 1,600
boccoloure.ate degree-granting
schools in the country, CollegeRater ranked over 700. Over
' half could not be rated, because
the value for at least one of the
study's criteria was not available. However, nearly all of the
elite colleges and universities
were included.
Forty-five per
cent of the rating's scoring

Feel the Draft?
Fr.ea Melp is Here
Changes in the draft and
attempts to form an all-volunteer
armed forces have left some
male students at Eastern confused about their draft status.
To aid these students, a draft
counselling office 'has been
established in the offices of the
Political Science D~pt. in Patter'..__+----_......LLL-LJ.J.....L..._Nick ..Ery, a student
volun.t eer who mar;is the office,
said that he advises students on
the draft laws, explains their
rights, helps to orroJ1ge deferments and appeals of draft board
decisions, and also advises
students with draft notices on
reserve opportunities. Fry said
that he also hos contacts with
people connected with draft
counselling in Spokane, who can
advise him about .special problems.
Fry said that "one problem we
come up with, is that so many
kids wait." Only 9 students have
been counse lled so far this
quarter, but Fry said he thin ks
many students ore waiting for
t he d raf t to end and it probably
won 't in t he near fut ure, so many
will rush in at the last minute. Fry
said he would like to have
people come in ea rly and avoid a
r ush.
Student s ca n be advised on t he
draft between 12 and 4, Mo.n day
throu gh Friday in the Political
Science offices , or they can
telphone Fry at 9-7 126.

Girls Needed
Rho Nu, a nursing club on
campus, is urging g irls who are
majoring in nursing to jo i n their
organization. Gayle Morrison,
member, said that the club is
opened to all Freshmen and
Sophomores who are nursing
majors in the baccalaureate
degree program.
The club provides social activities for the nursing students and
they are presently working on
organization unity. At the end of
the girl's sophomore year, they
tour the nursing center in
Spokane and they are working
toward a unity with the students
already at the center.

re lated to the quality of the
student body and 40 per cent to
the characteristics of the faculty.

high schoo l gradepoint average
of entering freshme n at Eastern
increased from 2. 11 to 2.88
between 1958 and 1970 ;(the
other pub lic four year ,institutions in the state range from
2.8 to 3.2). The percentage of
Eastern's faculty with doctorates
increased from 36 pe r cent to 63
per cent between 1966 and
1972, compared to 54 per cent
for all universities in 1966.

The results showe d only one
public university, Michigan, in
the top 2 per cent. Only one
Washington college, Western,
was included in the study. With a
score of 592, the estimated 85th
percentile, Western ranked
behind leader Harvard, 984;
Little Ivy Schools, 897; Ivy
Schools, 896; Claremont Colleges, 828; U. of Cal. (8
branches), 781; Great Lakes
Colleges Assoc., 728; Assoc.
. Colleges of Midwest, 712; Big
Ten Schools, 683, and ahead of
such schools as Cal. St. Colleges,
549; Ohio St. Colleges, 526;
Oregon St. Colleges, 494; and
N.Y. St. Colleges, 488.

The Fede r a l Service Ent r ance
Examination , qual ifying persons
for employment by the Federa l
Gove rnment, will be g iven at
1:30 Thursday, Nove mber 16th, in
Marti n Hall Auditorium. If you
have any questions about working for the Fede ral Gove rnm ent,
the Federal College Liaison
Repre se ntative, Miss Jan Hotson,

The 24 Eastern transfers at
Western, Spring 1971, had a
combined cumulative gradepoint
overage of 2.84, compared to
their Eastern c.g.p.a. of 2.64.
Their Spring quarter gradepoint
overage was 3.13 at Western .

Cheney
House of Travel
/plan the whole thing
for Thanksgiving
& Christmas!
:FREE OF CHAR·GE.
- ~

Marshall's study showed that the

~

..

-

cheney- ?#_._

424 First'
235-8444

.

Marshall believes that Eastern
hos improved considerably from
the past. He said that he hopes
this study will help people
realize this. While Eastern is not
an elite college, it should not be
degraded. Only a select few can
attend the elite schools, but
Easter!) is striving to offer the
best opportunities possible to its
student Qody. Marshall said the
"reputation of Eastern should
mat ch what it is, not what it
was. "

Marshal said one of the principal
reasons for his summary was so
that the "commun~ty would
understand the nature of Eastern
without making unwarranted
assumptions." He said people
tend to make negative comparisons, including some faculty
who would rather be at another
school such as Stanford or
Harvard.

,

The w alk -in test will last for
about thr ee ho urs. Any person
mak ing application for work wi th
the Fede ral Government m ust
take this test.

TRIPPING
.Why
OUT??
not let

The study showed that in the
Spring of 1971, there were 106 .
undergraduate transfer students
from Eastern at the UW. Their
combined gradepoint average at
Eastern was 2.85. At UW, it was
2.87.
For the Spring quarter
only, the UW average of these
students was 3.09.

Eastern's rating is unknown, but
by comparing it to Western, it
was estimated that Eastern
would be at about the 80th
percentile.
This would put
Eastern in about the top 20 per
cent.

will be on campus on November
14th to answer questions. She
wi ll have a tab le in the SUB lobby
from 9:00 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m.
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COOK YOUR
OWN STEAK!
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*MEN'S HAIR STYLING
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MAR,RIED COLLEGE STUDENTS
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urtis Shines in Western Triumph
Freshman signal-caller Dajve Curtis
directed the Eastern offense to two
t~ird-quarte~ t?uchdow~s . that prov1ded the winning margin m a 27-13
whipping of Western Saturday.

LEIGH SCORES
Durgan went for four yards to the 8.
Leigh then broke through the left side,
going eight yards for six more points,
~aking the count 26-13. Another
Holmes conversion made It 27 to 13
with 6:27 left in the third quarter, a
deficit the Vikings coutd not make up.

· Western, which humiliated Eastern last
year in Bellingham, 50 to 7, was·
thought to be the favorite in the
Evergreen Conference this year. The
Eastern loss left them with a 2-6
win-loss record, scarcely indicative of
the type of personnel on the team.

It was the Eastern defense's turn to
excel, as it turned back two Western
threats on downs. In one of them,
safety Kerry Hawley mode a saving
tackle of Viking halfback Steve
Skogmo, who had burst · Into the
Eastern
secondary.
Hawley
held
Skogmo to just 10 yards on what might
have been a turning point for Western.
Instead, Western hod the boll at the 50,
and was later stopped on downs OS the
fourth quarter began.

SCORE TIED
The Score was knotted 13- 13 at
halftime. Curtis went to work after the
second half's opening kickoff, coolly
moving the Savages 72 yards in 11
plays, with the score cpming with
10:36 left in the stanza. Converted
defender David Leigh barreled over for
the touchdown · drom· the one-yard
line.
Curtis passed nine and eight yards to
flanker Bob Picard and tight end Scott
Garske, and then fullback Phil Wheat,
·· running with new vigor, rambeled for
12 more yards to the Western 30. After
an incomplete poss, Curtis, finding no
open receivers, scampered up the
· middle to the 20. Two more runs put
the Savages at the 16, and then Curtis
· connected with Steve Farrington for a
15-yard gainer to the Western 1,
setting up the Leigh score.

.

"'

Bo-It Picard

Gary Holmes added the extra point.
The 20-13 margin didn't last long.
Following an unsuccessful Western
punt of 22 yards, and an Eastern return
of 17 yards, Curtis and his cohorts
found themselves at the Viking 30.
First, Kelly Durgan, and then Curtis
were stopped for no gain. Then the
youngster hit Garske down at the 12
for the first down.

Wide receiver Bob Picard [84]. Is shown In action
against Western Vikings last weekend. Picard, a
second-time All-American last season, has caught
40 passes this year for a total
531. yards and
three touchdowns. Most teams either double or
triple-team him, using either safeties or ·, ..
linebackers, or combinations of both.
,.......

of

11tt_ti

HAWLEY INTERCEPTS
Hawley picked off an errant toss by
Viking quarterback Mike Torre in the
closing minutes to seat the triumph.
Torre come on in the second half,
relieving starter Joy Overway, like
Curtis, a freshman.
Overway got the Vikings going in a
hurry in the first quarter, helped along
the way by a roughing the kicker
penalty on Eastern.
The penalty gave Western life at their
37-yard line, and Overway utilized the
gift to good advantage. After two short
runs, Overway gave the ball to

Said 'Best Ever'
"Second-year coach Rod Sears
has molded the best College of
Idaho in some time, patterned
much like the Stanford offense."
So says
John
Massengale,
Savage football coach, who
expects College of Idaho to
throw a lot, and operate out 9f
several formations in the seasonending game at Caldwell, Idaho
this Saturday. College of Idaho
hos beaten Eastern Oregon this
season, a team the Savages lost
to two weeks ago.
Massengale is hoping to win the
non-league game to make 4-6 for
the season. That would be a drop
from last year's 5-5 mark in
Massengale's first head coaching
campaign here.
Bob Picard, who caught 57
posses in 1971 for a total of 787
yards and eight touchdowns, has
hod a dropoff in all those
categories this year. Picard,
while still giving a good effort
every game, hos caught 40
passes for 531 yards, but for only
ihree touchdowns. Bob was a
second-team All-American last
season, and is expected to go in
the fifth or sixth round of the pro
draft ofter his senior season
e,nds. Massengale fears that the
team's comparatively bad wonlost record may hinder Picord's
chances for All-American status.

'

'

Massengale, who coaches during
a game with headsets on almost
the entire way, was full of praise
for Eastern's effort in the
Western victory. He, however,
was unable to view films of the
contest because of technical
difficulties at the stadium, which
did not permit firming.

toir:nnn

Runners finish Dead last
Eastern's cross-country team ended their season lost Saturday and
came home with nothing but a few scores and a lot of long faces.
Competing in the NAIA district I Championship at · Walla Walla,
Savage harriers finished dead last as they could not field a complete
team due to illness.
Defending champion Bob Moplestone was the only Savage to place in
the 35-man field and he managed a meager 29th place. Western
edged Whitworth by a 40-42 margin to claim the title.

RAY CATALANO
E.59 Queen,
Spokane
HU ·s-5713

Shopping Center

r---------------------------~

Off Street Parking

RAY CATALANO
E.59 Queen-Spokane
Yes, please call me with the facts about Penn Mutua.l's
special life insurance plan.
To:

Clalhlr11 11tler
1 , •• ,

From $·95/mo. Unfurnished
to $140/110. Furnished

Address _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _Z ip_ _

8ee a:t I8 W 2 ..d
For further lnfonnallon, mll

Phone
Best time to call _ _ _ _ __
College year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Inde pe ndence Square, PhUa·d elphia, Pa . , Founded 1847

.
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I
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I
I
I

I
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THE PENN MUTUAL

Ken Blandllrd 235 • 6155
see at Apartment No. 111
,, • "

re~,

"My company, Penn Mutual, has
developed a brand new plan specifically for college seniors and graduate students.
"It not only provides the same life
insurance protection you'd expect to
buy when you're through school ...
it does it right now, even if you•re on
a tight budget and working part
time.
"Let me give you the facts. It'll
take just IO minutes, and believe me,
it's worth 10 minutes. Phone me or
use the coupon."

Near Riha Bros.

l

Curtis made it 13-12 in the second
quarter with 3:04 left, plunging over
from the Western 1, with Holmes
adding the tying extra · point. Curtis
was 9-for-13 in the passing department
for 134 yards, with Garske grabbing
off six throws, and Picard three.

have the Life Insurance
you need-on your
present budget!"

With uunctry Facilities In Eich 8ulldln1

r

After Holr:nes missed a 53-yard field
goal attempt, Overway found receiver
Steve Jasmer wide open up the middle.
and Jasmer waltzed in for the 80-yard
touchdown. Jim Withrow blocked the
extra point attempt, and the score was
13-6. That's how the first quarter
ended, when the Savages had the ball
at the Western 10, but couldn't cash in,
as Holmes missed a chip shot from 22
yards out.

''I can-show you how-to.

Apartments

,

ORCUTT RECOVERS
Loter in the period, Eastern got their
first break when tackle Doug Orcutt
pounced on an Overway fumble at the
Western 29. Leigh ran 18 yards to the
12, and again, this time through the
right side, for nine more yards. Phil
Wheat punched two more yards to the
one, and then pluaged over for the
score.

nee

College
Park·

No Pets

·

'

~

I Bedroom Apts.

Three more cracks at the Eastern line
by Skogmo, the last of one yard, gave
the Vikings a quick 6-zlp jump. An
Overway boot Increased the margin to
7-0.

..,..

,....-.i.AR..-...IIU•rA"I..RIIP-.-.11,.1,1111-.-.11

Next Opponent

Skogmo, who raced aroung right end
55 yards to the Eastern four-yard line.

•
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Flag Footba II Season Ends

A coach who can boast of a .698 winning percentage in his particular
field, usually has a great deal to be proud of. It would seem at least
three times as good to hove such a winning percentage in several
coaching fields, including football, basketball and track and field.

The intramural flag football
season winds up this week with
final
games
scheduled
for
Monday
and Tuesday.
The
playoffs are tapped for today to
determine the top National and
American league teams for the
championship game on Monday,
:Nov. 20 at 3 p.m.

A familiar figure who holds just such a shining coaching record will
stride across the maple court at the college fieldhouse Nov. 25 just
prior to the 8 p.m. tipoff of the varsity-alumni basketball game.

Men's intramural volleyball began Nov. 9 and looks to be

He is W.B. "Cheney Red" Reese,
who coached basketbal I at EWSC
for 34 years, starting in 1930. His
role wi 11 be that of coach of the
alums, and his presence is sure
to bring back memories to those
who had the pleasure of seeing
his finely tuned, disciplined
teams in action.

Shoot Clinic

The playoffs will pit the first- and
second-place teams from each

league against each other vying
for the championship berths. The
title game will be held Dec. 7.

last week's results in the
National league saw the Middle
Digits nip the E & M Animals 2-1
.while White Trash and O.T .C.B.
edged the losers and Pikes,
respectively, by 2-0 scores.

Savagettes Trip· Montana
The Savagette volleyball squad journeyed to Pullman last weekend to
compete in the WSU Invitational and turned in a respectable
performance.

Highlights
Rifle Match
The intercollegiate rifle matches
Saturday will highlight a threeday shooting clinic beginning .
Friday with 15 teams from seven
states vying for the EWSC
"Savage Trophy," according to
Captain Fred Wong, ROTC rifle
team advisor.

Reese now resides in Othello,
Wash. where he moved following his 1964 retirement. His
contributions to Eastern athletics
are numerous--football coach for
1930-1946, a 110-30 won-lost
record, six conference championships; track coach from 1930,
162 dual meet wins out of a total
Major Lones W. Wigger Jr., 1972
of 194, a string of 43 straight
Olympic gold medal winner, will
head on Army team which will
victories, 23 Evergreen ConferRed Repse
give instruction in international
ence championships.
He even coached baseball at North Central High School in Spokane smallbore and free rifle competiprior to coming to Eastern. But the redhead is bast remembered for tion. Wigger will show . slides
his basketball coaching, 12 Evergreen championships, five from the competition in Munich
consecutive . trips to the NAIA Tourname,:1t. His overall record in ·on Saturday afternoon.
basketball, Including games of North Central and Cashmere, was
The clinic is open to the public
534-293.
and f.ree of charge, but Wong hos
He coached teams in 1,227 athletic contests during his "regular" recommended that all interested
career. It is said that, right to the end, he could not shrug off a loss . competitive shooters reserve
philosophically. It could be a competitive, extraordinarily so, places through the ROTC office
varsity-alum contest.
because over 100 people ore
expected to attend.

NOi' AVAl&A8U 1'0

shaping up as a very competitive
sport this year. Instead of a
single elimination tourney, the
fourteen teams ore competing
on a league basis with each
team playing six opponents
before the playoffs.

Coach Beth Parsons noted that the Savogettes gained on even split
with WSU, Whitworth and Montana during the two-day affair. She
was particularly impressed with beating Montono, as they are going
to the nationals in February.
The Pine league squad battled WSU's "8" team and dropped both
matches. Mrs. Koy Mclough and Lindo McAuthor handled the
coaching duties as Miss Parsons could not attend.

Krause Wins Over Raver
The head coach showed his assistant a thing or two in the intra-squad
basketball scrimmage the Savage roundballers ran through last
Saturday, as Jerry Krause' white team beat Ron Raver's red team 80
to 69.
Rover was on the short end despite having Dave Hayden and Floyd
Haywood on his side. Head coach Krause was encouraged by the
workout, and most impressed by the rebounding work of Hoyden and
defensive work of Jerry Clark. Clark, especially late in the games,
stifled both Hoyden and Haywood as they attempted close-in shots,
blocking several such shots. Steve Hook played despite having blood
poisoning in his foot, and Randy Schutger, a California transfer, hit
several outside shots with a broken bone in his foot.
Injuries have already token their toll before the first game with
Gonago Dec. 1 in Spokane--Mike Hopley, a port-time starter lost year,
is out for the season due to a blood clot condition in his leg.
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FOR EASTERN STUDENTS & FACULTY
300 lllloN Ave. w.
•••••••, . . . 98119

TIRE MARKETERS
INC.
2310'last D St.
Tacoana,Wlfa.98119
Phone(206)383·3844

Plloae (206) AT 4-3641.

413 .,.,.,. . . . . . . ..

Spokane,Wlfa.99206
Phone (SH) KE S•ff22

You will be pleased to know that arrangements have been ·made for you to purchase name brand manufactured new tires, tubes,
shock absorbers, batteries, wheels, automobile filters, and quaiity retreads at FANTASTIC WHOLESALE DISCOUNT PRICES UP TO 50%
OR MORE.
_
. All Passen1er Tires are guaranteed, without limit, as to time or mileage, for the life of the tire-including any and all road hazards.
Tare Marketers buys tires in multiple carload quantities which enables them to be able to offer you factory direct prices on merchandise
manufactured by some of the largest names in the business •
.we invite you to compare our prices on comparable merchandise; and when you do, you will see the $$$ saved by this special purchasing plan for your company or group.
All merchandise may be purchased for cash or you may use your BankAmericard or Master Charge card or any easy pay budget term
contract may be arranged. You may also consid~r using your own credit union service if available.
Tire Marketers Warehouse is open from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays and 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Satufdays. Immediate
mounting, balancing and installation can be arranged for you.

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!
COMPLET.E SERVICE FACILITIES
ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL
TIRE MARKETER LOCATIONS

*

TONE-UNIROYAL-GOODYEAR-I. F. GOODRICH DUNLOP-KELLY SPRINGFIELD-KELSEY-HAYES-GENERAL BAffERY-FRAM
NO MEMBERSHIP FEES

OPEN DAILY 8- 7 P.M.
(Saturday 8 - 4 p.m.)
You must have a group purchase card
to purchase tire~ trom TIRE MARKETERS, INC.
to receive your card come to
~ TIRE MARKETERS, Spokane, Seattle or
\ ~ :.=.,1Tacoma, with 'proof of your Easterner affiliation.
1
(AS Student or Faculty card)
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By J::DWARD JULIUS

Jr

ACROSS
--r:-Yiiipassive Person
6, Sharpen
10, Li.ght Tan
14, About
15, J::xcessive Praise
17, Japanese Statesman
18, Servant
20. fouffled
21, l!:xclamation
22. Declare Positively
2), Unclothed
24, Irritated
27, llothers
)0. Makes Mistake
)1, Jazz Instrument
)2, Wire Service
)). Analyze
)5, French Painter
J6. Spanish Aunt
)?, Obligation
J8. or the Church
)9, Metallic clement
40. Singe r Dennis_
41, Foundation
42. Miss Davis
4), Four
44. Given Sound Quality
45. Italian Island
46. Worldly
48. Loyal
51, Article
52, Praise
5), Interjection
54, Prefer
56. Stinking
57, Plaything
58, Treatment of the Foot
60. Call Porth
62. Heat Neasure (abbr.)
6), Shakespearean Ki ng
64. Handers About

J.)()WN

T.°"Offspring
2. Church Tax
). Spanish Gold
4. Chemical Suffix
5, Troops on Horseback
6. Forced to Go
7, Polish River
8. Enthusiast
9, _
Alamein
10, Musical Pieces
11, Mentions
12, European Deer
1), German Conjuncti on
10. Charm
19, ilirds
2). Swedish Inventor
25. Irritable
26, I c e _
27. Nova Scotian .dasin
28. Infect
29, Room
)1. Unexciting
)). _

ti al Publ

I

Elecfjon Reaction

Ababa

)4. Urbane
)5, .tleam J::mitter
)6. Greek Giant
)8. Airline Company
)9, Indian Ox
41, Spanish Dance
42 • .dody Part
44. Instructors
45, Ornamental Caee
47, Polite
48. Part-horse Deity
49, Strangle
50. American-stage Queen
52. Mother of Helen
54. Government Agency
55, Exclamation
56, J::nemy
57, Maiel _
59, l•,ore Than One (abbr,)
61. Liquor orand

Voiced

getting. One student behind me,
though, casually asked another:
"Well, what do you think of the
election?" "It's OK," his friend
answered, "I knew Nixon would
win, I voted for McGovern,
though, and as a metter of fact, 1·
voted for a lot of people who
lost!"

.
by Kathy Wilcox
"I figured Nixon would win, but I
didn't think he'd win by that
much!" seems to be a common
statement by a lot of voters
recently after the incumbent
President won the election by
such a huge margin.

On the morning of Nov. 8, after
During class that day, I also
all the votes across the nation
listened for remarks, but here,
were in and the results of the
too, there was a lack of
election were final, I listened for
discussion. (Are my classes
comments and reactions. On the
unusuql?) At a table in the PUB,
magic bus coming out to school,
someone asked, "Who did you
there wasn't much talk of the
outcome, only varied comments • vote for?" The answer: "I didn't
like Nixon and I didn't like
on how early in the morning it
McGovern, so I voted for Nixon
was; how cold the weather was

answers on page 5

Town & Countrv
has the best selection
yet of anything _for
your ear to hear!

Reg.
3.60

NOWI 99~
Okay, Sound Freaks, Certron C-60
Cassette Blanks

~---------------------------....nlg·
Coupon
Coupon
Coupon
Come in & register for 15 FREE PRIZES!
t\Jame:

-g

::s
·A ddress

Phone:

Town & Country Television
504 - 1st - Chen_ey_

because I dislike him the least. I
figured Nixon probably had it in
the bag anyway."
Perhaps so many things had
been said about both Nixon and
McGovern and so many predictions had been made as to the
outcome of the election that the
election itself was a kind of
anti-climax. Whatever the reason, many students seem neither
overly displeased or very excited
over Nixon's victory. One fel low
Magic-Bus rider summed up all
her feelings: " Well , now that
Nixon has won, he's got another
chance to try and help this
country. I hope he uses it! "

*TURNTABLES - 33.95 & up
'AM-FM STEREO AMP W/~PEAKERS
Reg. 89.95 NOW! 69.95
*AMPEX 710 SPEAKERS NOW JUST 69.95
QUADRAPHONIC SOUND UNITS
10 DIFFERE~T MODELS
$99 to $500
*_H~_AD PHO_N ES,
Reg. $18, NOW! 14.50
(Over 10-00 Stereo.Accessories·).
I
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